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Monika C lass

Observation Naturalised: A Comparative Analysis
of Franz Josef Gall's Brain-Based Psychology

"Nature has to reveal herself vo lu ntari ly. She has done so with me. All I do is obsetve"
(Anonymous, "Etwas liber Ga ll" ).
These are the reported wo rds of th e physician Franz Josef Ga ll ( 1758- 1828) in 1805.
T he statement indicates Ga ll's rejection ol' the aggressive dimension of Baconian
sc ience according to which nature w ill not reveal her secrets unl ess under torture. 1
Bacon associated artificial experiments ambiguou sly with torturing nature on the rack
(see Pesic 81). This imagery was shockingly adequate to describe the practice of vivisecti on in the late eighteenth and ea rly nin eteenth ce ntmy (see Drees 156). In contradistinction to such experiments, Ga ll claimed that he based his theory of brain-based
psychology on observation a lone.

1.

Gall's Theory and Legacy

Ga ll conducted investigation on brain physiology and human character roughly between 1796, the year of his first lecture on brain physiology, and 1828, the year of
Gall's death in Paris. Over the course of this period , Ga ll developed hi s th eo ry of brain
organs 2 Gall assumed that "the mind is composed of innate faculties; that each facu lty
has its own brain organ" (27 in numb er);3 "that the size of the organ is proportional to
the strength of th e co rresponding faculty, and that the bra in is shap ed by the ir differential growth" (Vida l 15). Ga ll placed great importance on th e shapes of heads and
proposed, as Fernando Vida l notes, the craniological hypoth esis that "s ince the skull is
sh aped by the underlying bra in, its 'bumps' reveal psycholog ical aptitudes and tendencies" (ibid.) .4 As Robert Yo ung explains, "Ga ll's work was the proper beginning point

2
3
4

In Bacon's Novum Organum (1620), 'experimentum' took on a new specificity, name ly a
form of deliberate manipulation that would shed li ght on causes inaccessible to the un aided senses and inte llect and not just artificial producti on of an effect (see Daston,
"Empire of Observation" 85-86). As Lorraine Daston notes, "distinction between observation and experiment depended 'for the ni ce-minded' on whether one intervened in the
course of nature to produce an effect or studied effects as they occurred in the course of
nature" ("Empire of Observation" 86).
Ga ll built on a notion dating back to Greek antiqui ty when Hippocrates professed that
the brain is the seat of the mind (see O'Shea 23).
The number of brain orga ns varied in later versions.
This particul ar hypothes is was one of the major reaso ns why Ga ll's theory became associated with palmistry - the art of reading the hand (see Young 37).
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[of cerebral localization] because his was the first empirica l approach both to the nature of the facu lties and to their local ization" (11) . 'Empirica l approach' meant in Gall's
case a distinctive focus on observation.
Gall's materialism was pronounced and the physician had to suffer its politica l
conseq uences. It is true that his principle that the shapes of heads serve as an index to
human character concurred with the related theory of physiognomy. Yet in contrast to
I
Johann Caspar Lavater (1741-1801), Gall had little interest in the question of whether
man was created in the image of God, how the sou l shaped the body and made him a
unique indi vidual (see Hall 305-07; Hagner 156-57). Gall's first publication, Philosophisch-Medicinische Untersuchungen (Philosophical-Medical Investigations 1791 ), 5
included a refutation of Ernst Georg Stahl's doctrine that the soul drives every motion
of the body in favour of Albrecht von Haller's theory of the irritability of the nerves.
The work of 1791 points to Gal l's materialism and his gradual turn away from the
concept of the soul and the search of the sou l's organs and its seats, which sets Gall
apart from the physiognomic tradition of Lavater. Gall's increas ing focus on brain
physiology caused offence. Due to the perceived anti-Christian implication s of Gall's
lectures in Vienna, the physician was forced by royal decree to cease his medical pursuits in Austria in 1805. The Viennese prohibition to lecture led Gall on a two-year
lecture tour through the German states until he reached Paris, settling there in 1807.
Gall's studies and publications, partly written in co llaboration with Johann Gaspar Spurzheim (1776-183 2), became known in Britain under the name 'phrenology' in
the 1810s. According to Roger Cooter, it was Thomas Ignatius Maria Forster, who
coined the word 'phrenology' in 1815 (see 56). Phrenology gained huge popularity in
Europe and North America from the 1820s onwards, and it gradually disappeared
again in the late nineteenth century. The most successful disseminator of Gall's and
Spurzheim's thought in Britain was the Scotsman George Combe ( 1788- 1858). Indeed,
the sales of Combe's publications were so high that Harriet Martineau observed in
1855 that the Constitution of Man "ranked fourth in all-time readership behind on ly
the Bible, Pilgrim's Progress and Robinson Crusoe" (Parssinen 9).

2.

Some Methodological Tensions in Gall's Theory

6

Robett Young has shown that Gall's empirical approach was partly shaped by the sensationalist psychology derived from John Locke (see 15). Locke's fa mous image of the
'tabula rasa', i. e. a blank writing tab let, was a reaction against the perceived tyranny of
Platonic and Cartesian innate ideas. However, as Young adds, "Locke's views reached
Gall in the more extreme form of Condillac's sensationalism" (ibid.). Etienne Bonnet
5

6

The full translation of the title of Gall's first publication is: "Ph ilosophical-Medical Investigations of Nature and Artifi ce in Man's Deceased and Healthy Condition in the
State of Disease and Health" (Wyhe 15).
Within the limits of this essay, it is not possible to cover previous scholarshi p extensive ly. I merely give a selection of the most relevant pub lications.

de Condil lac ( 17 15- 1780) took issue with the second of Locke's sources of ideas, reflection . Condillac "sought to derive all the fac ulties and even instincts from simpl e
sensations, and the principle of seeking pleasure and avoiding pain" (ibid.). His methodology did little to implement his materialist convictions in practice. For, as Young
notes, Cond illac "conducted his arguments by means of elaborate specu lations about
the success ive addition of the senses to a statue" (ibid.). This methodology had gained
wide currency among sensationalist psychologists and prevailed among the movement
'ldeologie' in Paris by 1807 when Gall reached the French capital (see ibid.; Kordelas
110-21). The question of Gall's methodology continues to preoccupy scholars (see
Grim 161 ; Hagner 156-6 1).
Building on the studies by Roger Cooter, Robert Young, Michael Hagner and
others, this essay aims to contribute to the study of Gall's methodology through a comparative analysis of the epistemic values that Gall and his contemporary Karl Phi lipp
Moritz attributed to observation 7 Drawing inspiration from Lorraine Daston's, Peter
Galison's and Gianna Pomata's recent scholars hip on the genealogy of objectivity and
of scientific observation, 8 this essay traces continuities in Gall's uses of observations as
an epistemic genre, i. e. a "standardized textual" format "handed down by tradition for
the communication of cognitive content" (Pomata, "Observation Rising" 48; see also
Pomata, "Sharing Cases" 196 and "The Medical Case Narrative" 2). By way of comparison with Moritz's empirical psychology, the essay proposes that the physician assimilated traditional observations in an attempt to 'naturalise observations'. By this
phrase, I mean that Gall, in various ways, tried to invoke the truth of nature without
the least inference of human reflection possible. 9 The essay further suggests that, albeit
distinctively different, Gall's construction of ideal observation conveys some striking
conceptual affinities with Moritz's notion of psychological observership.

3.

Gall's Naturalisation of Observation

Daston's summary ofPomata's essay "Observation Rising: Birth of an Epistemic Geme"
offers an adequate point of departure for the comparative analysis of Gall's methodology and uses of observation, as it lists three common epistemic characteristics of
observations that had emerged by 1600 (Latin observationes):
7

8

9

In Daston and Galison's words, 'epistemic virtues' or 'epistemic values' designates
"norms that are internalized and enforced by appeal to ethical values, as well as to pragmatic efficacy in securing knowledge" (40).
I refer to the studies by Daston and Galison (Objectivity), the volume of collected essays by Daston and Lunbeck, including Pomata's work (Histories of Scientific Observations), Daston's article "On Scientific Observation" , and Pomata's article "Sharing
Cases: The Observationes in Early Modern Medicine".
As such the phrase "naturalisation of observation" is distinct fi·om the epistem ic virtue
of "truth-to-nature" that Daston and Galison have asce rtained in nineteenth-century science (3 J8), as, for instance, in J. W. von Goethe's search for botanical or anatomical
archetypes (see 70-74).
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[first,] an emphas is on singular events, witnessed firsthand (al.llopsia) by a named auth.or (in contrast to the communi cation of anonymous data over centuries desc ribed by
C1cero and Plmy as typ1cal observationes); second, a deliberate effort to separate observation from conj ecture (in contrast to the medieval Scholastic connection of observation
with conjectural sciences, such as astrology) ; and third, the creation of virtual communiti es of observers, dispersed over time and space, who communicated and pooled their
observations in letters and pub lications (in contrast to pass ing them down from fath er to
son or teacher to students as rare and precious treasures). (81)
'
Gall's wo rk conveys considerable continuity with these three basic characteristics as
well as a significant degree of assimilation and alteration. I will discuss these three
characteristics in reverse order by comparing and contrasting them with Moritz's collections of psychological observations of men, women and chi ldren in the Magazin zur
E1jahrungssee/enkunde (Magazine fo r the Study of th e Experience of the Soul; 17831793).
The creation and participation of a virtua l community of observers played an important role in Gall 's methodology. Sharing his observations within a community of
like-minded naturalists was as essential for Gall as for many of his fellow researchers
in Europe (see Pomata, "Observation Rising" 62). However, his peculiar solicitation of
1798 marks a distinctive form of naturalisation of observation in the sharing of cases.
In his initial phrenological manifesto, 10 the so-called 'Prodromus' (Gr.-Lat. 'preliminaiy treatise') published in Der Neue Deutsche Merkur (New German Mercwy) in
1798, Gall soli cited observations from his readers in the attempt to pool information as
well as to create his own audience. Not only did Gall request observation about the
character of people and animals, he also appealed to his readers in the "Prodromus" to
send him the skulls of animals alongside their character descriptions:
It would be very agreeable to me, however, if persons would send me the heads of ani-

mals, of which they have observed well the characters; for exampl e, of a dog, who
wou ld eat only what he had stolen: one who could find his master at a great distance;
heads of monkeys, parrots, or other rare animals, with the histories of their lives which
ought to be written after their death, lest they should contain too much fl attery. 11 '
Gall's appeal to his readership naturalises observation in so far as the written record
alone was no longer enough for the physician as an empirical foundation of his emerging theory. While observations had become an essential epistemic foundation for "all
the arts and sciences" since the early eighteenth century thanks to "remarkable innova10
11

Please note that Ga ll did not use the terminology 'phrenological' and 'phrenology' and
that 1t was comed by Forster in 18 15 as mentioned above.
Trans!. by Goyder, My Battle for Lije 149-50. Original: "Sehr angenehm wa re mir's
wenn mir Kopfe von Thieren zugeschickt wlirden, deren Karakter man genauer beob~
achtet hiitte, z. B. von einem Hund, der nichts fral3, was er nicht gestohlen hatte der sich
von einer weiten Sh·ecke zu seinem Herrn zurlickfand - von Affen, Papageien,' oder anderen seltenen Thieren mit Lebensgesch ichten, die aber erst nach ihrem Tode verfal3t
sein dUrfen, wei! ich sonst besorgen wlirde, sie mochten zuviel Schmeiche leien enthalten." ("Prodromus" 325-26)

tions in the making, using and conceptualization of observation [that inc luded] new
instruments li ke the telescope and microscope [and) new techniques for coord inating
and co llating the information produced by far-flung observers ranging from the questionnaire to the synoptic map" (Daston, "Empire of Observation" 82), Gall envisioned
a virtual community sharing observations not on ly by means of increasingly refi ned
textual formats but also in the form of anatomic ev idence. It is true that Gall's collection of skull s was certainly not unique in late eighteenth-century German-speaking
culture; so large was Johann Friedrich Blumenbach's co llection, for instance, that his
fa mily teasingly referred to it as 'Golgotha' (see Co leridge §4047) . However, Gall's request for readers' textual and anatomic sample contributions was unusual and somesomewhat "dubious" as Gall confessed in ·"Prodromus" (see 325). A similar attempt to
test and expand the boundaries of a virtual community of scientific observers can also
be seen in Moritz's scheme for sharing observations.
Moritz's "Proposal" for hi s Magazin zur E1jahrungsseelenkunde was published in
Das Deutsche Museum (German Museum) in 1782. In contrast to Gall, Moritz planned
to launch a magazine with the intention of creating a public forum for the mutual exchange of experiences of mental illness. As such, Moritz's magazine was intended as a
public repository, whereas Ga ll planned no such engagement and mainly sought assistance from hi s audience in the collation of research materials, which should ultimately
sustain hi s hypotheses . Moritz's intention to support the foundation of empirical psychology as science by virtue of his magazine harked back to the psychological studies
(Seelenlehre) of his predecessors, including Johann Gottlieb KrUger (1715-1759) and
Johann Georg Sulzer (1 720-1779) (see Zelle 94-97). Nonetheless, Moritz's scheme for
a magazine set itself apart from previous as well as subsequent psychological journals,
such as Johann Friedrich Abel's Sammlung und Er/diirung merkwiirdiger Erscheinungen aus dem menschlichen Leben (1 786- 1790), because Moritz solicited lay contributions from his readers (Bennholt-Thomsen and Guzzoni 1-65). In a daring move,
Moritz had asked his readers to send in "sad observations of children, relatives or
friends" for publication in his journal ("Vorschlag" 488; my translation). 12 By publishing these contributions by any literate person, Moritz's Magazine for Empirical Psychology attributed unprecedented epistemic value to lay case narratives, and thus the
articles reached beyond the boundaries of the trained observership of, for example,
physicians or natural philosophers . And so it was that profess ional medical doctors and
academics published alongside lay clergymen, teachers, military officers and civil servants in Moritz's psychological magazine. Moreover Moritz expanded the social radar
of mental illness significantly at the time as these publications contained observation
of ordinary men, women and children who were often illiterate, such as deaf-mute

12

Original: "traurige Beobachtungen, die er an Kindem, Verwandten oder Freunden gemacht hat".
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female se rva nts, mercenaries and peasa nts. Moritz naturalised the framework for the
observations of human psychology to a similar extent as Gall; the former inj ected
med ica l observations of mental illness with ordinary life expressed in the simple language of non-experts whereas the latter tried to supplement observations throu gh a
communal effort to pool animal skulls. Both men shared and assimilated further existing characteristics of observation.
Gall a nd Moritz were both concerned with the segregatio11 of observation from
conj ecture, a concern that Daston's summary lists as the second characteristic of observation. 14 Both psycholog ists gave priority to observation and were weary of the potentw lly m1s leadmg 1m pact of abstractions. Such scepticism can partly be attributed to
inherent implications of observation as an epistemic genre. After all, the tradition of
observation in western cu lture can be tracked back to antiquity. According to Gianna
Pomata, observation had first emerged as a method of reasoning in the H e llenistic age
w1th the medrcal sect of th e Empirics, to be f11l'ther deve loped, with wider phi losophical srgmficance, by late ancient scepticism (see "Observation Ri sing" 46) . Centuries
later, observation then made a comeback in European medicine during the second ha lf
of the sixteenth century under the Latin designation 'observatio' during a period that
also saw the revival of Hippocratic medicine in Europe. The itinerant physician Amatus
Lusitanus was instrumental in introducing a new focus on observations by separating
what we might ca ll 'case histories' of patients conceptually and typographica lly from
the learned commentary in the printed text. In doin g so, Amatus daring ly presented his
own observations as significant enough to deserve learned notice. This innovative
move led,. according to Pomata, to the subtle modification of the existing epistemic
h r erarc~y m favour of medica l practice and observation (see "Observation Ri sing" 57) .
Amatus s rnnovatron was a success and found wide assimilation across Europe. 15 The
tendency to favour medical practice and observation over commentary and conjecture
is also apparent in Gall's early work.
In his first pub lication, Philosophisch-Medicinische Untersuchungen, Ga ll claimed
that current med icine confided too much in c lever hypotheses and trusted too little in
the observation of nature. His treatise of 1791 condemned hypothesis as a mere delusion ("B lendwerk", see Untersuchungen viii) and stipulated, in the name of Hippocrates, the need to realig n medicine with nature. Gall added that, in the Hippocratic
tradrt10n , the role of the phys ician resembled frequently that of a spectator and more
13

Critics like Andreas Gail us have interpreted this fact as a scheme of survei llance with a
Foucauldian framework (67-1 05). I cha llenge this view and offer an alternati ve explanation elsewhere (see Class, "K. P. Moritz's Case Poetics").

14

According to Daston, the role of conj ecture in observation changed in the eighteenthcentury and b ecame the "art of conjecture" by the latter half of the ce ntury (see "Empire
of ObservatiOn" 82). For Montz and Gall conj ecture remained a problem that they tri ed
to obvmte.

15

According to Pomata, at least 20 collections of case hi story were published between
1600 and 1650 (see "Observation Rising" 62-64).

often that of an imitator of nature whereas physicians rare ly ever appeared as despots.
Furth ermore, Ga ll anno un ced his intention to investigate practical medicine ("praktische Arzneywissenschaft" [ib id.]) by ascertaining the most important and essenti al
aspects on the basis of simple and safe principles that he had derived directly from
nature for the sake of the extension of knowledge and of cures for illnesses. The preface of 179 1 conveys Gall's prioritization of observation and di strust of conj ecture.
Despite Gall's readiness to offer his own theoretical principles, his early rejection
of existi ng hypotheses persisted in varying degrees throughout his work and caused
methodo logical tensions when he proposed his own doctrin e from 1798 onwards. He
tried to convince his readers tlu·oughout his career that hi s themy was the immediate
result of hi s original observations. In the 1'Proposal" for his lectures on brain physiology in Paris in 1808, he declared that observation was the only natural means by
which it was possible to reach profound knowledge about humans as individuals and
as a species (see Discours D'Ouverture 6). Gall's A natomie et Physiologie du Systeme
Nerveux en General described his theory as "the simple effects of his natura l inclination towards observation and reflection" (" les simp les effets de mon penchant a !'observation eta la refl ex ion", viii). Indeed Ga ll's emphasis on observation was so strong
that his disseminators apparently fe lt the need to downp lay the level of conjecture involved in phrenology . George Combe used the phrase "almost imperceptible induction" (System of Phrenology 51) to emphasise that Ga ll's themy was validated by obse rvation and only contained a minimal degree of abstraction: "Gall, therefore, abandoning every theory and preconceived opinion, gave himself up entirely to the observation of nature [ ... ] In this manner, by an almost imperceptible induction, he conceived himself warranted in believing that particular mental powers are indicated by
particular configurations of the head" (ibid.). The expression "almost imperceptib le
induction" recurred in numerous phreno logical publications in Britain and North
America and suggests that it played an important part for the dissemination of phrenology as well as for the phrenological sense of scientific entitlement. F . J. V. Broussais
remarked for instance, that "the merit of original observation and drrect legrtunate
induction' in this branch of physio logy [of the brain] belongs to the late Dr. Gall "
(607). 16 Gall's methodo logical focus on observation did a great deal to legitimise his
phreno logical claims.
.
.
.
Gall's disregard for preconce ived opinions and conJectures rs a further pomt of
convergence with Moritz. In the first issue of his psychological magazine of 1783,
Moritz avowed that his project was founded entire ly on facts and no judgments, "facts,
and no moral prattle" ("fakta, und kein moralisches Geschwatz" [Gnothi Sauton 1. 1:
2]). Moritz explicitly rejected moral commentary and dism issed it as prattle. In the
"Proposal" of 1782, Moritz instructed his future reader-contributors to resist the temp16

The phrase occurs in a wide number of phrenological publications, including Combe's
Lectures on Phrenology, pub lished in 1839 (see 120), and JOurnals such as The Phrenological Journal and Science of Health (1840), The American Phrenological Journal
and Miscellany (1840) and The North American Medical and Sw-g1cal Journal (1831 ).
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tation to weave their refl ections into th eir observations (see "Vorschlag" 490); Moritz
solicited pure observations only. This is to say that he wished observations to be free
from rational speculation but not necessarily devoid of passions (see "Vorschlag" 48 8;
Class, "Moritz's Case Poetics" 58-59). Ten years later, Moritz reaffirmed hi s emphasis
on mere observation: "The pursuit of truth does not allow us to determine our own
objectives", he wrote, "but it requires our readiness to wait and observe where the path
of truth leads" (Gnothi Sauton 8. 1: 1). He added that he saw the need to focu s hi s
readers' gaze on the phenomena that have become so ordinary that one easily ran the
risk of di sregarding them (Gnothi Sent ton 8. 1: 4). Moritz's naturalisation of observation
manifested itself further in his open rej ection of conjectures and reflections. 17
In comparison with Gall, however, the rejection of conjectures carries more
weight under Moritz's editorship of the magazine than in Gall's scheme. One might
add that the Magazin zur E1fahrungsseelen kunde conveys an arguably higher degree
of consistency with regard to the resistance to conj ectures if one considers that the
form of observation which Moritz and Gall were particularly interested in were case
18
histories . It is a notion commonly accepted by Andre Jolles, John Forrester, Nicolas
Pethes and others that reasoning in cases leads beyond the function of cases to give
mere illustrations or instantiations of theoretical models, principles or laws; indeed
thinking in cases entail s the potential for modification of the latter. Moritz's "Proposal"
announced the propaedeutic nature of his project, i.e. co llating materials for a future
science without any spec ific hypothes is (see "Vorschlag" 486-87); Moritz explained
that if there were an underlying system behind these observations one would have to
imagine it "as unstable as possible" ("so schwankend wie moglich" ["Vorschlag"
492]). He also emphasised the porous nature of the boundaries between the four
conceptual rubrics he introduced in his magazine. 19 By contrast, Gall's earliest phrenological manifesto is mainly aimed at establishing his bas ic principles of phrenology
as a sctence model. The comparison of Gall's and Moritz's uses of metaphor for the
edifice of a scientific theory is revealing in this regard . On the one hand, Gall's manifesto of 1798 leaves no doubt that he saw himself as the architect of his house, i.e. his
scientific theory. Further on in the text, Gall declares: "I start with my readers from
where nature left off with me. After having collected my tedious experiences, I built

17
18

19

An important collection of essays on thi s topic has recentl y been published by Sheila
Dickson, Stefan Goldmann and Christof Wingertszahn.
I use the term here synonymously with case narratives. A detailed analysis of medica l
case histories as geme is ava il able in the special series of articles on the topic in the
JOurnal Literature and Medicine, published by Johns Hopkins University Press (see
Class, "Introduction ").
Moritz applied medical rubri cs loosely to his magazine, distinguishing between four
parts, the study of the nature of the soul, the disease of the soul, the cures of the soul
and the signs of the soul; these divisions corresponded to physiology, pathology, dietetIcs, and semiOtics (see Schrimpf36).
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an edifice of their laws of relation" ("Prodromus" 3 14; my tra nslation) 20 On the other
hand, Moritz considered the observations in the magazine as a collation of building
materials for a future science: "to collect a few materi als for an ed ifice, which has not
got an architect yet, and which will probably find one" (Gnothi Sauton 1.1: 2; my
translation). Moritz rejected the role of the architect for himse lf. His article in volume
eight of the magazine (1 79 1) suggests that he grew increas ingly doubtful whether it
was desirab le to establish empirical psychology as a science since the path of experience was not conducive to erecting such edifi ces (Gnothi Sauton 8. 1: 2). According to
his article "On the final purpose of the Magazine fo r the Study of the Experience of the
Soul" , Moritz valued emp iricism above eyerything else. Moritz's rejection of conjectures appears as an arguably more consistent concern than in Ga ll's work. According to
Moritz, "any anxio us workings towards a fix ed system should be avoided entirely"
within his coll ection of psychological observations (Gnothi Sauton 1.1 : 32). Despite
Gall's apprec iation for the role of a spectator and an imitator of nature, and in contrast
to Moritz, the physician aspired to become an architect and master of his own house,
i.e. the author of his sc ientific model. Rhetoric devices, such as the phrase "almost imperceptible induction" , helped to downplay the level of conjecture involved in phrenology and succeeded in developing a reputation for Gall's unique skills of observation.
This reputation hinged on Gall's self-construction as a born observer.
Since the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries the epistemic value of
observation depended on varying degrees of authenticity. As mentioned, it had become
essential that the observation was a first-hand account and that the author be known
(see Daston, "Empire of Observation" 81). 2 1 For Gall the mere mention of his authorship of the observations was no longer sufficient to sustain the claims of his theory. In
1810, Gall bolstered his methodology by inserting a brief autob iography in Anatomie
et Physiologie du Systeme Nerveux en General, a joint publication with Spurzheim.
This first-person narrative focuses on the development of Gall's talent as an observer
of humans and animals since his early childhood. It is placed at the beginning of the
treatise and f1mctions as the structural and methodological foundation of the cognitive
content of the text. Gall's perhaps most central work, Sur les Fonctions du Cerveaux
(1825) , contains the same structure as do the publications by his partner Spurzheim
and disseminators such as Combe. They shortened Gall's autobiography and rewrote it
as a third-person narrative while continuing to use Gall's biography as an exposition of
plu·enological methodology. Spurzheim, for instance, published the biographical section under the heading "method of studying physiognomy" in The Physiognomical
System of Drs Gall and Spurzheim (Spurzheim 257). Gall's insertion of his autobiog20

21

Original: "Ich fange namlich mit meinen Lesern dort an, wo die Natur mit mir aufgehort
hat. Nachdem ich die mlihsamen Erfahrungen beisammen hatte, bildete ich mir ein Gebiiude von den Gesetzen ihres Zusammenhanges" (Ga ll, "Prodromus" 314).
The physician and anatomist William Harvey used the term 'autopsia' to designate not
only an examination of the cause of death but more broadly speaking any type of observation sustained over time by a specific person (see Pomata, "Observation Rising" 66).
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rap hy into the expos ition of thi s theory is bound up with a specific notion of hi s early
work: th e born observer. In Phi/osopisch-Medicinische Untersuchungen , Ga ll tried to
defin e an ideal physician. The latter should be endowed with penetrating discernment,
sensitivity, imagination, and hi gh acuity for the smallest living beings . He should also
have the ca pacity to derive pleas ure from nature. Moreover, on ly a born observer
could be an idea l doctor: "he would have to be a naturally born observer, not an artifi22
cially trained one" (Philosoph isch-Medicinische Untersuchungen v;' my trans lation)
Gall's self-construction in Anatomie et Physiologie spelt out that Gall regarded himself
as such an observer. T he notion of the observer by birth points to 'ingen ium' - the
Latin root for the term 'genius' that designates innate ability (see Bruno 9) ; it suggests
that Gall assim il ated the contemporary discourse of inborn talent and genius for his
self-construction as th e author of a scientific theory. Childhood also played an important role for the validity of one's observation in Moritz's empirical psychology. Yet
Moritz's approach to ch ildhood memories differed significantly from that of Gall despite their concurrence in several aspects.
Like Gall, Moritz defined the ideal observer of man ("Menschenbeobachter"),
and like Gall , Moritz stipulated that the ideal observer of man be capable of perceiving
smallest details ("Vorschlag" 494). In addition, both Gall and Moritz emphas ised the
observer's capacity to quickly compare and contrast a large number of observations.
While Moritz regarded comparisons within a series of observations as an essential requirement for any observer (ibid.) , Gall (and his disciples) spoke of his achievements
in accumulating and evaluating a large body of observations: "wherever he [Gall]
heard of an individual distinguished in any particular way, either by remarkable endowment or deficiency, he observed and studied the deve lopment of the head" (On the
Function of th e Brain 1: 5). Like the physician, Moritz regarded the consideration of
one's childhood as a prerequisite for the task of an observer, for, according to Moritz's
"Proposal", observation proper sho uld begin with the enq uiry into the history of one's
own heart since earliest childhood. In contrast to Gall's Philosophisch-Medicinische
Untersuchungen, Moritz regarded the skill of observation as a matter of educative formation rather than birth (see "Vorschlag" 492). The retrospective exploration of one's
childhood should not be misunderstood as an attempt of tracing one's particular genius,
Moritz noted (see ibid.). Rather, observers should try to describe the history of their
reflections and compare them with the alterations in their current psychological conditions. Observers should be aware of their emotions and simu ltaneo usly be capable of
distancing themselves, at least for moments at a time, from their strongest passions as
if they were cold observers (see ibid.) . To put it simply, Gall's investigation of his
childhood in hi s autobiography in Anatomie et Physiologie mainly served as a form of
self-assertion whereas Moritz's instructions to revisit one's childhood memories in the
"Proposal" , albeit not irrelevant for Moritz's self-construction, were principally geared
towards an improvement of psychological self-awareness in observers. Nonetheless,
22

Original: "er mlisste zum Beobachter nicht durch Kunst gebildet, sondern von der Natur
geboren sein".

Ga ll's and Moritz's shared emphas is on the significance of childhood fo r the va lidi ty of
observations is striking and marks a further aspect of th ei r naturalisation of observation.

4.

Primacy of Observation

The relation between th eory and practice has been a matter of much debate in twentieth-century philosophy of science. Tackling the issue from an historical vantage point,
Pomata notes that the "reciprocal status of theory and observation has changed
considerably over time [in] medieva l scholastic medicine [ ... ][.] [T]he philosophy of
knowledge leaned strongly to the primacy of theory [whereas in] ea rly modern medicine [ . .. ] the pendulum was definitely swinging in th e other direction, towards the
primacy of observation" ("Sharing Cases" 230). Towards the end of the eighteenth
century, the primacy of observation reached a new dimension in Gall's and also in
Moritz's psychological enquiries. Gall's solicitation from his readers of an imal skulls
in comb ination with their observations and Moritz's incl usion of lay observers in his
magazine (in contrast to the customary "learned and experienced observer" [Pomata,
"Sharing Cases" 231) alongside Gall's and Mortiz's shared turn to childhood memories
and autobiography as a qualification for observership are important aspects of their
attempts at naturalising observation. Daston and Galison have described the first modern era of objectivity as "mechan ical objectivity" - "the insistent drive to repress the
wilful intervention of the author-artist" (121). Although Gall and Moritz in a similar
manner tried to counteract observers' conjectures, their notions of "naturalised observation" acknowledged, scrutinised and ultimately endorsed observers as embodied
se lves; selves with inborn talents, memories or passions. While the international im23
pact of Moritz's empirical psychology is sti ll a matter of investigation, it is fair to
close this essay with a remark about Gall's psychology: while the primacy of observation posed some methodological tensions within the system of phrenology, it helped to
widen accessibility to the theory and contributed to its great popularity in nineteenthcentury British and American cu lture.
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